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While solving practical optimization problems, it is necessary to take into account 
various kinds of uncertainty due to lack of input data, inadequacy of mathematical models to 
real processes, rounding off, calculating errors etc. Therefore widespread use of discrete 
optimization models in the last decades inspired many specialists to investigate various aspects 
of ill-posed problems theory and, in particular, the stability issues. The main difficulty while 
studying stability of discrete optimization problems is discrete models complexity, because even 
small changes of initial data make a model behave in an unpredictable manner. There are a lot 
of papers (see, e.g., [1-5]) devoted to analysis of scalar and vector (multicriteria) discrete 
optimization problems sensitivity to parameters perturbations. 

 The present work continues our investigations of quantitative characteristics of stability 
of vector problems of integer and Boolean programming (see, e.g., [5-8]). Here the vector 
variant of the portfolio optimization problem with Savage's minimax risk criteria is considered 
[9], i.e. the problem of financial investments management, based on Markovitz's «portfolio 
theory» [10] (see also [11]). We give the achievable lower and upper bounds of the stability 
radius for the problem, i.e. for the limit of the perturbation of Savage criteria’s parameters, that 
do not lead to the appearance of new Pareto-optimal portfolios.  

For the formulation of the vector problem of choosing the optimal portfolio of assets 
with the minimax risk criteria we introduce the following notations: 

}...,2,{1,= nNn  – assets (stocks, companies bonds, real estate etc.), 

mN  – economic strategies of an investor, 
R  – three dimensional risk matrix (missed opportunities matrix) of size snm ××  with 
elements ijkr  from R , 

ijkr  –risk quantity ( sNk∈ ) of an investor choosing strategy mNi∈  and asset nNj∈  with 
criterion k , 

nT
n Xxxxx 1}{0,)...,,,(= 21 ⊂∈  – investor's portfolio of assets,  
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It is supposed, that each investor's portfolio x  from a given portfolio set X  assures an 

expected total profit p  and does not overstep the limits of an available capital c , i. e. for each 
portfolio Xxxxx T

n ∈)...,,,(= 21  following conditions  
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hold, where jp  is the expected profit of asset j , jc  is the cost of asset j . 
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Along with matrix ][= ijkrR  we use its two dimensional sections s
nm

k NkR ∈∈ × ,R . 
Let the following vector function 

)),(...,),,(),,((=),( 2211 ss RxfRxfRxfRxf  
 

be defined over the set X  with «bottleneck» criteria, i.e. with Savage's minimax risk (extreme 
pessimism) criteria [9]: 

 
.,minmax=),( s
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Under the portfolio optimization problem )(RZ s  we understand the problem of finding 

Pareto set )(RPs , consisting of Pareto-optimal (efficient) portfolios 
 

},=),(:{=)( ∅∈ RxPXxRP ss  
 

where  
 

},:{=),( xxXxRxP
R

s ′∈′ f  

 
and symbol 

R
f   is a binary relation defined over the set X  as follows:  

 
),(),(и),(),( RxfRxfRxfRxfxx

R
′≠′≥⇔′f . 

 
As usual (see, for example, [5,12]), stability radius of the problem 1),( ≥sRZ s  to 

perturbations of a risk matrix is defined as follows: 
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where  
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},<:{=)( εε RR snm ′∈′Ω ××R  
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It is obvious, that in the case )(RPX s=  the stability radius ∞=)(Rsρ . Therefore 

we consider the case, where )(RPX s≠ . 
We introduce the following notations: 
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where )...,,,(= 21 inkkikiik rrrR  is the i -th row of matrix nm

kR ×∈R ,   
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Theorem. Let )(RPX s≠ . Then the following bounds are true: 

 
.)( ψρϕ ≤≤ Rs  

for any N∈s  and for the stability radius )(Rsρ  of the problem )(RZ s  
 

The problem 1),( ≥sRZ s , is called stable, if 0>)(Rsρ . In addition, let us introduce 
the traditional Smale set )(RSms , i.e. the set of strongly efficient portfolios  

 
)}.,(>),((:{=)( kkkks

s RxfRxfNkXxXxRSl ′∈∀∈′∃∈  
 

Corollary. If )(RPX s≠ , then for any N∈s  the next statements are equivalent: 
)(i  )(RZ s  is stable, 
)(ii  )(=)( RSlRP ss , 
)(iii  0>ϕ . 

Upper bound ψ  of stability radius )(Rsρ , indicated in Theorem, is attainable, since 
for 1=m  our problem )(RZ s  is transformed in a vector ( s -criteria) Boolean programming 
problem with linear criteria:  

 
,,min sXxk NkxR ∈→

∈
                                   (1) 

 
 and the upper bound turns into the form  
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where kR  is k -th row of matrix nsR ×∈R . It is known [5,12], that right-hand side of this ratio 
is the expression of the stability radius of problem (1). Therefore, if 1=m , we have 

ψρ =)(Rs , that assures the attainability of this upper bound. 
It is also easy to see, that lower bound ϕ  is attainable. Indeed, let equality 

** = xxxx ′−′+  be true for any )(\ RPXx s∈  and any ),( RxPx s∈′ , then 

ψϕρ ==)(Rs . 
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